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Beyond Forgiving
a new documentary film

Howard Grace is a member of the Newbury PCN group.
For the past 18 years he has been national co-ordinator of
the Initatives of Change Schools Service, and has facilitated
about 800 sessions in Sixth Forms around the UK on
issues relating to motivation and purpose in life.

a DVD of Ginn speaking movingly about the
death of her daughter as the result of his
commands. These sessions were often with 100
students for an hour. They had a deep impact on
all the young people involved.
Amongst other things Letlapa shared how, as an
atheist but having previously been a 'born again'
Christian, “When Ginn forgave me it touched
something deep inside and restored my
humanity.”
Seeing the impact on young people developed a
conviction in me to make a documentary film
about the journey of Ginn and Letlapa. So with a
professional director and cameraman we went to
South Africa last year to do the filming. 'Beyond
Forgiving' is now nearing completion. The film will
be 28 mins long. But the updated 2-minute taster
is now on a website, see: www.uk.iofc.org/Filmsto-watch .
The film's director Imad Karam says: “As a
Palestinian Muslim from Gaza, it is a privilege for
me to work on this story because I can draw a
parallel between Apartheid and the current
situation in my country. To see that there was an
end to Apartheid and to see that people who
used to be completely at odds in extreme
positions are now actually able to look back and
feel how horrible it was, it just gives me hope
that one day in Palestine we could see a peaceful
coexistence.”
There are many other conflicts in the world
where people have experienced deep pain. We
feel that this story can really speak to many such
people and situations, as well as in the UK.
During the time of Apartheid, I spent three-anda-half years in South Africa with my young family
but had to leave the country at very short notice
due to falling foul of the security police. That was
34 years ago. Going back last year to do the
filming was my first visit there since then. So for
me it is especially fulfilling to be able to support
the telling of such an inspiring story emerging
from that painful era.
My approach to Christianity tends to be rather
cerebral. That is probably what attracted me to
PCN. But in my spirit I feel that faith should be
more of a heart thing than a head thing. Working
with Ginn and Letlapa highlights for me the

Letlapa Mphahlele and Ginn Fourie

South Africans Ginn Fourie and Letlapa Mphahlele
form an unlikely team: a black atheist man and a
white Christian woman. One has suffered directly
from the actions of the other, but both have been
victims - and risen beyond their pain. What brings
them together is a profound story of tragedy and
hope.
In 1993, during the Apartheid era, Letlapa, then
director of operations for the military wing of the
Pan-Africanist Congress, ordered reprisal
massacres in response to the killing of black
school children. Ginn lost her only daughter in
one of these. She later forgave Letlapa.
I first met them nine years ago at an international
conference on reconciliation in Switzerland. The
audience was deeply moved by their standing
together on the platform to tell their story. This
led to my inviting Letlapa to come to the UK,
where I took him to 36 Sixth Forms in six weeks
to share his experience of oppression and of why
he took up the armed struggle. We also showed
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importance of searching for ways in which an
inclusive Christian understanding can deeply
motivate people (and myself) to engage with the
practical, often painful, deeper issues in society.
Letlapa is now the president of the Pan-Africanist
Congress in South Africa and is thus an
opposition MP. He has a real passion to bring
change in his society and answer the deeper

needs of people. This is not motivated by
religious beliefs. On the other hand Ginn is
motivated by her Christianity. So what is it that
gives these two people a common purpose, after
such a terrible and humanly divisive experience?
'Beyond Forgiving' provokes searching questions,
but also gives hope and inspiration. I am happy to
respond to invitations to show the film and
facilitate discussion around it.

Believe!
Adrian Alker is Director of Mission
Resourcing in the Diocese of Ripon
and Leeds, a member of PCN
Britain’s Management Committee,
and the organiser of the April
conference Celebrating a Twenty
First Century Faith. Here he
reflects on faith, belief and passion
in the light of a personal passion
(see cover photo).

countryside, that on its doorstep are the great
cities of Manchester and Liverpool, that its people
are friendly and will call you ‘love’, that it has one
of the finest rugby league teams in the country
and that until recent decades had one of the
highest churchgoing numbers as well. But now I
can say ‘Wigan? Yes I come from Wigan, we have
won the F.A. Cup, ahead of 757 other teams who
entered the competition!’
At the moment on billboards around Wigan and
adopted as the club slogan is the word Believe.
Believe Wigan that you can escape relegation (we
didn’t!), believe you can win the Cup (we did).
‘Believe’ was scrawled across our T shirts and
flags and I began to reflect on this word belief.
For sure football teams like everybody else need
to believe in themselves. Belief for a struggling
club has to be accompanied by passion and as
every football fan knows, there is no shortage of
good and not so good passion around soccer.
But belief is our stock in trade word in the
churches. Congregations are asked to affirm their
beliefs Sunday by Sunday. We are called to
believe in a great number of faith propositions,
most of which we rarely discuss or explore in any
depth but expect them to be taken for granted as
‘tenets’ of the faith. That’s why progressive
Christians shy away from a word like ‘belief.’ But
what of our passions, when like football fans we
gather each week, not in adoration of our team
but of our God? Here I take heart from writers
such as Karen Armstrong and Marcus Borg who
encourage us to see ‘belief’ not as a sterile assent
to orthodoxy but rather a passionate enthusiasm
for the things of God, a passion to walk in the
way of Christ. Armstrong reminds us that the
early converts emerged from the waters of
baptism affirming their faith through the
responsive word, Pisteo, I believe!, meaning I
have confidence, I give my whole heart, I

I am waiting at Kings Cross for the last train out
of the capital to Leeds. Strangers come up to me,
they have spotted the team scarf and say well
done, congratulations! Meanwhile groups of
Manchester City fans stand in corners, their faces
turned away from the light. I am walking on air, I
smile in a silly fashion and give a thumbs up to the
few Wigan supporters I spot.
Is this for real, this adulation of Wigan Athletic? Is
this the same Wigan whose very name brought
derision and mockery whenever I identified my
place of birth? Did not the Warden of my Oxford
college look incredulously down his academic
nose at us northern lads entering those hallowed
halls back in 1967? My accent then (and now) still
provokes a kind of sneering enquiry, not
bestowed on most other regional accents. At
Cuddesdon I was taught how to speak and chant
the office in the best C of E elocution. I guess I
failed the test of conformity – in more ways than
this one!
Jibes in previous decades did at least reveal some
knowledge of literature – ‘Wigan? – oh yes where
the pier is.’ Now I guess Orwell is seldom read
and the jibes are much less erudite – ‘Wigan where everyone eats pies all day long.’
Wigan – can anything good come from Wigan?
Well yes I would say, we used to produce some
of the best coal in the country - read Daniel
Defoe’s tour of the 1720’s. I would also say that
Wigan has to its north and east some fine
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Nazareth, to see if what we are passionate about
in our daily lives has any relationship to the
passions of Jesus. It’s the kind of question I asked
at Pentecost at an open air service in
Wensleydale. I guess there weren’t many Wigan
supporters there but hopefully the people there
are people of passion who came together to
celebrate the power of God’s Spirit at work in
their lives and in our world today.
For Wigan supporters their belief and their
passion went together on a day which they will
never forget.
Are our beliefs made real and relevant to our
daily lives and the life of our world through the
passionate ways in which we bring God’s kingdom
on earth in places like Wigan and Wensleydale?

enthuse!! Borg reminds us that to ‘believe’ is to
‘be-loved’, to beloved of those things which Jesus
loved.
Is it too much to ask our reserved English
congregations, well used to standing up to affirm
beliefs, to also be people of passion, people in
love with the things which Jesus loved?
I often ask people to tell me about the Passion of
Christ. There is little difficulty in talking about the
story of Jesus’ last week on earth. Then I ask folk
to tell me about the passions of Christ, what
Jesus was passionate about. Words like justice,
compassion, inclusion, love, forgiveness, healing,
all tumble out. I ask people to tell me what their
passions are – football(!), family, golf, politics,
opera, and so forth. And then I ask myself and
others present, as disciples of this Jesus of

What is Truth?
by Laura Hodges
Laura Hodges has been a member of PCN for three years
and belongs to the Local Group that meets in Abingdon.
She attends the Unitarian Chapel in Oxford.

the crucifixion, but if he was a contemporary of
Jesus, is it not strange that Paul was not
motivated to learn about the life and teachings of
the person whom he believed to have been
resurrected from the dead and anointed as the
Son of God? And surely if he had known
something of the teachings that the gospels claim
came from Jesus, would Paul not have used the
authority of instructions given by Jesus to support
his own teaching? For example: when Paul urges
the Corinthians to financially support the poor in
Palestine (2Cor. 8:9), would it not add weight to
his argument to quote what Jesus says about
selling possessions to give to the poor (Luke
18:22)? Or when Paul urges Christians to pay
Roman taxes (Rom 13:1-6), why not quote Jesus’
‘Render unto Caesar’ (Mark 12:15-17)? Then
when faced with the question of dietary laws
(Rom 14:1-4; 1Cor 8; Col 2:20-21), by referring
to Jesus’s comments in Mark 7:15, Paul would
surely have put an end to any argument. The
words or actions of the earthly Jesus are never
used as an example for Paul’s Christians to follow
and, whenever Paul does claim to proclaim the
Lord’s commands, these commands are
prophecies that he has received. Some of the
‘mythicist’ authors accept that Jesus might have
existed but if so, they say, he lived long before
the epistles were written, by which time the
events of his life were almost entirely forgotten,
only to be invented by those whose stories later
became collected in the gospels.

In the account of Jesus’ trial in John’s gospel,
Pilate is said to have asked ‘What is truth?’ This
is a question that has occupied my thoughts
increasingly over recent years as I have read
books that have challenged the traditional belief
that the gospels provide a historical account of
the life and death of Jesus. Just over a year ago I
was introduced to the view that the Jesus story is
entirely myth by reading the Tim Freke and Peter
Gandy books ‘The Jesus Mysteries’, ‘The Lost
Goddess’ and ‘The Laughing Jesus’. These ideas
interested me and I went on to read Robert
Price’s book ‘The Incredible Shrinking Son of
Man’ and Professor Alvar Ellegard’s ‘Jesus, One
Hundred Years Before Christ’. I am currently
working my way through ‘Jesus Neither God Nor
Man’ by Earl Doherty.
Although these books contain different theories
about how and why the Jesus stories were
created, all the authors have studied closely what
the New Testament actually tells us. One of the
areas of investigation is referred to as the
‘argument from silence’ which focuses on what is
not found in the epistles, especially those written
by Paul. The Pauline epistles, which were written
before the gospels, only speak of a divine Christ.
They contain nothing about the life of Jesus; Paul’s
Christ is a heavenly spirit. Paul’s ‘conversion’ is
said to have happened within just a few years of
4

This is just a taste of the arguments put forward
by the above mentioned authors who have
studied the writings of the New Testament
without the assumptions that normally colour a
Christian’s reading of these texts. For me these
books offer compelling arguments that have
caused me to journey further than I once would
have found comfortable or desirable, into the

unknown and towards the edges of Christianity.
But although I find these arguments fascinating, I
also feel released from any need to convince
others. It no longer matters to me what anyone
believes as long as what is believed promotes
spiritual growth, helping individuals to become
compassionate, tolerant, open and fully inclusive
people.

A personal view of the Lumen conference:
Celebrating a 21st Century Faith
Andy Vivian is the part time
administrator of PCN Britain. He runs a
Quaker library in Gloucestershire and
hosts an annual series of talks about
books. He was formerly a BBC radio
journalist.
This conference was predicated on two notions –
first that churches are a good thing and second
that we’d like to see more of them reflect
progressive Christianity. Adrian Alker’s aim was
to paint a picture of how a progressive
congregation might express its faith, which is why
he invited three such churches to come and tell
us what they get up to.

a much more controversial topic – how and what
should a progressive church preach? The
conundrum is obvious - the harder we preach a
particular line the harder for all to feel included.
Put another way, are all versions of the Gospel to
be seen as equally valid or are there times when
we should turn our back on those we think have
got it wrong? To their credit, Southernhay
didn’t duck the challenge. It is OK, they said, to
feel evangelical about progressive Christianity –
evangelical in the sense of being full of ardent
crusading enthusiasm. There are times when we
should nail our colours to the mast. However,
the people from Southernhay voiced three
caveats.
� Never tell someone they should leave
� Never assume that people won’t change their
view when presented with new evidence
� Be wary of opportunities to expose a gulf if it
serves no purpose (which is why Southernhay
did not take up a recent invitation to address
children at a local evangelical school).
At Southernhay, about 20% of the congregation
left after the appointment of Iain McDonald, their
gay minister. According to McDonald, a parting
of the ways can be positive; it leaves a church
stronger. He quoted James Broughton ‘You are
closer to glory leaping an abyss than upholstering
a rut.’ (from Easter Exultet). This call to take
risks for the sake of truth may be one reason that
Southernhay has applied to register civil
partnerships.
The issue of balancing inclusion with intellectual
integrity lay at the heart of our next topic –
progressive liturgy. This subject fell to an
Anglican church, St Mark’s Broomhill in Sheffield,
home to the Centre for Radical Christianity. On
the side of intellectual integrity Ian Wallis
exhorted us to maintain a strong link between
what we pray and what we believe. On the side

The folk from Carrs Lane Church Centre in
Birmingham spoke about inclusivity, which they
take very seriously. As you’d imagine, their city
centre congregation reflects a wide range of age,
colour and wealth and they work hard to be
welcoming and to meet the needs of the
‘despised and disregarded’. They are not a
uniformly progressive congregation. When Neil
Ritchie applied to be their minister, they split
between evangelicals and liberals over the fact
that he was a divorced man in a civil partnership.
Listening to one of those evangelicals explain why
he eventually voted for Ritchie was powerful
evidence of Carrs Lane’s success in putting
inclusivity at the centre of its theology. Further
evidence may be drawn from the fact that none
of those who opposed Ritchie’s appointment
subsequently left the congregation. According to
Ritchie, the Christian mandate for hospitality will
sometimes counterbalance a desire for
theological integrity. This may go some way to
explain why Carrs Lane has not taken the step of
applying to register civil partnerships.
If inclusion is something we can all agree on,
(accepting that agreeing is easier than doing) the
delegation from Southernhay URC in Exeter had
5

of inclusion he encouraged us to use what he
called semantically ambiguous language – words
that open to wider interpretation. Here’s an
excerpt from a St Mark’s Eucharistic prayer
Jesus took bread, gave thanks, broke it and
offered it to them, saying, ‘This is my life, all that I
embody I entrust it to you.’

After lunch we went our separate ways to
explore in workshops the themes raised during
the morning. We then we came together in a final
open discussion about the lessons learned and
questions unanswered. From the floor, Michael
Bayley made a plea for progressive Christians to
keep communicating with open evangelicals and
to foster links with the emerging church
movement. A church doesn’t have to be uniform,
responded the panel, but to converse we must
first make the effort to articulate what we are
about.
Gratitude has rightly been expressed to the
church teams for their presentations and to the
volunteers who helped to make the conference
go smoothly, especially Jess Lee and Val Graham
on the refreshment table. My personal thanks to
Jen Ryder of St Marks for the most down-toearth piece of advice I heard all day: ‘teenagers
talk best over toast’.

Kindness or Cruelty ?
Mark Rees’ autobiography, Dear Sir or Madam, was
reviewed in our December 2012 issue. A graduate of
Christchurch College, Canterbury, awarded BA (English &
Religious Studies) at age of 37, he latterly worked at a
local FE college, undertook the SEITE course as an
associate after work, was awarded UKC Diploma in
Applied Christian Theology in 2007 and retired in 2008.
He writes for local magazines but all unpaid! He studiously
avoids church-going!

demand counselling more than teaching skills. Ali
began to talk about his “very kind” host family
and told me that they had taken him to church.
Alarm bells rang very loudly when he disclosed
the name of the church. It was one of the most
fundamentalist churches in the area. As he talked
it became very obvious to me that his host family
had succeeded in causing an already very unhappy
and confused young man additional turmoil. They
had told him that Islam was wrong and that if he
didn’t accept Jesus as his saviour then he was
bound for hell. He was anxious because the
pastor and his hosts were keen for him to be
baptised as a Christian.
This pressure was causing Ali to be pulled in
opposite directions. He didn’t want to upset his
“kind” hosts and was scared of going to hell yet
he was also worried about what his Muslim
friends would say. They were already wondering
why he didn’t play football with them on Sundays.
I reflected that the situation would be even more
fraught if he actually went back to Afghanistan
and realised his greatest desire, to find his family.
It was obvious that Ali regarded this church as
representing mainstream Christianity. I told him
that they were extreme and most Christians
would respect him and the Muslim faith. It was
not Christian to tell him that his religion was
wrong. This was surely an example of the
violence to which George Elerick referred.

Reading recently a friend’s
copy of the September 2012
Progressive Voices, I was
especially interested to read
Andy Vivian’s excellent
account of Greenbelt and his
summary of George Elerick’s
talk, “Why the Church
Doesn’t Need Missions” What particularly
struck me was Elerick’s assertion that
“…conversion is a form of violence, depriving the
convert of his “otherness…”
It reminded me of an Afghan student I had been
tutoring at the local FE college. Ali, as I shall call
him, was perhaps seventeen and of all the Afghan
students we were teaching he was probably the
most disturbed. Considering what they had been
through, it was no surprise. Ali had no idea what
had happened to his family in Afghanistan and was
desperate to find them.
One day he came to me for his hourly session
but this and a subsequent meeting turned out to
6

Greatly concerned about the welfare of Ali, I spoke
to the college chaplain. She was furious and
referred to the fundamentalists’ behaviour as “child
abuse” but there did not seem much that could be
done because Ali regarded his hosts and the other
church members as his friends. I doubt if he
mentioned the matter to any of my colleagues and
certainly was too immature and insecure to report
them to the official bodies responsible for placing
him in such a proselytising household. Much later I
did contact the social services to express my
concern for the young asylum seekers who are
billeted with similar people.
It bothered me that it was very probable that other
such “very kind people” from this church and
similar were also “hell-bent” on converting other
young asylum-seekers from non-Christian cultures.
Earlier, during a theology evening course that I was
currently attending, a student for the Methodist
ministry told of his visit to the above fundamentalist
church the previous Sunday. (Students were
expected to visit churches of other denominations)
As he joined us he announced, “I’m furious” and
went on to tell us how appalled he was by the
leader/pastor who declared Islam to be evil. No
wonder Ali was confused.
Later I discovered that this same church was
offering English lessons to Afghans and other
foreign students. Given the above, I find it hard to
believe that their lessons would not involve some
attempt to foster conversions, all done in the name
of love, of course. A church member I know
delightedly told me that one of the Afghans had
attended their service.
I confess to having some good friends who belong
to this church but do feel very uncomfortable about
it, especially after the experience just described.

They were originally members of the Church of
England but apparently even its evangelical wing did
not satisfy their needs and now they are fervent
members of the fundamentalist church. It was very
tempting to say something to them about my
student but they are certain that they are doing
God’s will. Do I risk upsetting them after a fortyyear friendship? It took me some time before I
realised that their invitations to their church social
functions and similar were “softening” exercises.
On one occasion their intention was blatantly
obvious. I was very angry although said nothing
about it but afterwards did not make contact with
them for some time.
During a later visit, having been told that I couldn’t
sit on the fence with respect to faith, I replied, “Do
you want me to say what I think you want me to
say or do you want me to be honest?”
From that day onwards they have never mentioned
the matter again and no more invitations to their
church were forthcoming but I suspect that they
are still praying for my conversion. Unlike my
student I was able to realise their motivation and to
defend myself. To my shame, I have not felt able to
express my concern at what their church is doing
to vulnerable people. But who would be able to
make one dent in their high wall of hard certainty,
which they call faith?
Such covert conversions must surely be practised
in other parts of the country. This certainly raises
the question of motivation. How many “good
works” performed by “kind people” have a hidden
agenda?
From my experience with the sad and confused Ali,
I can appreciate the wisdom and truth of Elerick’s
reported words. Violence was done to Ali. How
can we deal with it?

Grace and compassion
We are drawn together by grace and compassion.
In the light of all we seek to discover,
and the knowledge of everything we cannot yet
explain,
may we grow in trust and love for one another –
as our differences enhance our relationships
and our mutual understanding becomes our prayer.
May the strength of our bond
and the empathy we share
mean the causes of justice and peace are served
and the glories of creation and science are deeply
valued and protected.
May it be so through grace and compassion, may it be so.
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Feeding the soul
I recently listened to a well
known Christian philosopher
debating with a leading
atheist. The arguments were
interesting enough but I came
away disappointed. It seemed
an academic exercise, having
little to do with faith, doing
nothing to inspire those
seeking a purpose in life, and
offering no hope or love to
people struggling with the daily realities of life.
One problem of modern Christianity, whether
traditional or progressive is that so much
attention is given to doctrines or to alternative
progressive thinking, that the realities, blessings,
consolation and mystery of everyday faith can be
lost amidst all the words. I’ve come away from
some progressive services feeling somewhat
empty. Although I agree with what is said there,
I’m left wondering where the passion and
compassion, the challenge and commitment have
all gone.
Faith is so much more than intellectual assent to
ideas. It’s a transforming relationship of love and
trust; a personal journey of discovery; and so, it’s
more a spiritual adventure than a state of mind.
It’s an active response to a vision of “God’s”
kingdom (however we conceive the divine
essence); and a sense of commitment; and so it’s
a way of life.
The writer of “The Cloud of Unknowing”
expressed this as, "God can be loved but he
cannot be thought. He can be grasped by love but
never by concepts. So less thinking and more
loving." This should be reflected in the way we
talk about faith. We have to give people food for
the soul, not just food for the mind.
Lists of beliefs, rituals and worship styles - the
things that tend to divide people and take up so
much energy in modern Christianity – aren’t that
important. They are the lid on the box. The truth
of a faith isn’t in the picture or the label on the lid
– in how people describe their faith – but in the
contents of the box. It’s how people love and live
in relation to the divine and to others that really
matters.
Yes, we’re called to “love God with our mind” as
well as with our heart. Our faith has to make
intellectual sense to us. Progressive Christianity
Network and similar organizations have been

invaluable in allowing those who struggle with
traditional theology to frame their faith in a way
that is meaningful to them. But we have to
distinguish between intellectual explorations that
properly belong in theological discussions, articles
or books, and actually living out our faith.
Jesus told us that at the heart of faith are the two
great love commandments. All the rest is
commentary. If we focus on aspects of
interpretation, we risk losing sight of the
centrality of love. If any church (however liberal
or traditional) puts more emphasis on doctrine
or theological theories than on love, more on
words than on spirit, it’ll be in danger of losing its
soul. The great commission wasn’t to “Go and
make believers”; it was to “Go and make
disciples”, followers of Jesus whose lives reflect
his and who help to bring the “Kingdom of God”
that little bit nearer.
If an Evangelical prison chaplain converts a
hardened criminal, who then transforms his life,
or a pastor enables a terminally ill patient to face
death with hope in her heart, does it matter if we
find the atonement theory they’ve employed
unconvincing? Do we discount the self-sacrificial
love of a priest working alongside the poor in a
Brazilian shanty town, because we struggle with
papal pronouncements which seem decades out
of date? How do we respond to the aged widow
with tears in her eyes lighting a candle to her
favourite saint?
John Wesley rejected attempts to define
Methodists by their theology: “The distinguishing
marks of a Methodist are not his opinions of any
sort. A Methodist is one who has the love of God
shed abroad in his heart.” This principle surely
still applies today. We have to stop judging
people by whether their spiritual experiences
reflect ours and by the religious language they
use, and start valuing them for the way they love
and live in relation to God and to others. To
paraphrase St Paul: “I may have a wonderfully
thought out theology, I might have the gift of
prophecy and the knowledge of hidden truth, but
if I do not have love and compassion, it all counts
for nothing; I am like an empty vessel that makes
a hollow sound.”
It is only when we make our faith active, when
we commit ourselves to compassion and selfless
love and to promoting justice, that we can claim
to be following the path and teachings of Jesus.
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In Defence of Doubt
Val Webb went through a sea
change in her Christian
understanding when in mid-life she
moved from Australia to the United
States and allowed herself to set
aside her old “God Intoxicated”
evangelical Christianity. Her book
In Defence of Doubt, first
published in 1995, was an instant
bestseller, helping many others to make a similar move. A
second edition of the book was published last year, and
she tours Britain with it this month for PCN (full details of
her tour are on page 17)

Seventeen years ago, I wrote a book called In
Defence of Doubt: an Invitation to Adventure. It was
written in ''white heat,'' the summer we moved
from Australia to the United States. Such moves
are always dislocating because you leave behind
old friends and rituals, but they are also '' firstday-of-the-rest-of-your-life'' moments where you
have a chance for self examination.
I grew up a God-intoxicated, evangelical Christian
but struggled all the while with doubts about
many Christian ''truths'' I had to believe. In my
religious tradition, doubt was frowned upon. The
more one could just believe without question, the
better a Christian they were. Remember how
the disciple Thomas was demonized as ''doubting
Thomas'' because of the verse that followed his
question - ''Blessed are those who believe without
seeing the evidence''.
After a couple of degrees in science and a career
in art, I went back to university in mid-life to do
religious studies to get answers to my questions,
even if it meant walking away from Christianity.
Now, in this new country, it was time to put
down on paper something composting within me
-- that doubts were not negatives but positives,
sand that irritates the oyster long enough to
produce a beautiful pearl. It was time to pay
attention to my doubts rather than squeezing my
feet into someone else's certainty.
This book has been one of my most popular
books because, seventeen years ago, books
celebrating doubt were rare within church walls
unless they talked about people overcoming their
doubts once and for all. Today, hoards of people
have walked away from religion, scandals are
perpetuated by God's earthly representatives and
new atheists preach in public places, but still
many churches promote a style of Christianity

that demands we believe, like the Queen in Alice
in Wonderland, six impossible things before
breakfast. This is why Mosaic Press asked me to
update and expand my book In Defence of Doubt
for our present time. It was published six months
ago.
In every other area of life -- science, arts,
philosophy, experience -- creative doubt leads to
new ways of seeing. Why this disconnect in
religion? Why has the Bible been treated for so
long as a magic book? Why do people have to
squelch their doubts because they are told the
Bible contains the unadulterated words of God?
Yet honest doubt has long been central to our
religious history. The psalmists raged against
Divine absence and Job refused to be quiet. Early
Christianity was a ferment of doubt and
discussion until the Emperor Constantine insisted
on one orthodox truth written in church creeds.
Martin Luther challenged his superiors after years
of blaming himself for his doubts, writing that ''for
more than a decade I curbed my thoughts with
the advice of Solomon, 'Do not rely on your own
insight' (Prov. 3:5). I always believed there were
theologians hidden in the schools who would not
have been silent if these teachings were impious''.
And Mother Teresa? She is the first to spring to
mind whenever an example of great faith is
needed. Yet when her letters to her confessor
were published in 2007, they tell of years of
darkness and doubt in her soul, unable to feel
God's presence, even as she was accomplishing
so much.
People today are learning to trust their own
experience and listen to the world around them,
calling themselves spiritual not religious, because
many claims long protected by religious traditions
no longer make sense. In the seventeen years
since my original book, the public market place
has been flooded with books on progressive
religious thought inviting all the questions.
Scholarship no longer belongs exclusively to the
professionals to selectively dispatch.
This new edition of my book ''In Defence of
Doubt'' gathers all this together, reflecting on the
past and celebrating the changes of the last
decades. There are chapters on people through
the centuries who doubted boldly and changed
the world; on some who did not survive the
assault on their doubts; on paradigm changes in

religious thinking; on process theology and
progressive Christian movements; on hospitable
and inclusive church communities and on dialogue
with other religious traditions.
For myself, I no longer think about doubt as a
separate entity but as a natural and welcome part
of any healthy life -- doubt and faith dance

together. Doubt and faith are not opposites.
Doubt is the intellectual discrepancy between
what we experience as faith in something and
what we are told to believe. Doubt always leads
us to fresh ideas and a more authentic life.
Defence of doubt evolves to celebration of
doubt!

An identity card
The PCN group in Stoke-on-Trent has
devised an ‘Identity Card’ to offer
people assurance that they matter; and
that churches of PCN type assurance
that they matter and are children of
God. This is the statement they issued
to their local press and radio.

educated. housed and rested is paralleled by the
almost total desertion of allegiance to any system
of faith.
'I do not suggest that queues at the hospital door
would be better at the church door, because
many churches are dismal, soul-destroying places.
But there are many opportunities for thoughtful
ways of nourishing our spirits, one of which is
certainly Christianity in the vigorous form being
promoted by PCN.'
The 'identity cards' are available for £6 (pack of
20 inc p&p) from Ian at 16 Grice Road, Stoke on
Trent ST4 7PJ, email iancongist@hotmail.co.uk.

An ‘identity card’ has been
launched by members of the
Stoke on Trent group to remind people that they
are not just brain and brawn but spiritual beings,
even 'children of God'. Leader Ian Gregory had
the idea after hearing about the growing problem
of stress-related illness, and an 'epidemic' of
depression.
He also noted a big increase in the demand on
accident and emergency care, and a cry of despair
from a local hospital trust official that they had no
idea why suddenly so many people were ill.
'If people have walked away from spiritual values,
no wonder they are ill,' said Ian, 'We are now so
focused on physical fitness and academic
achievement, and neglecting spiritual health, we
are left like three-cylinder motors only firing on
two. Result: it doesn't work and is not fit for
purpose. Today's startling rise in illness among
people who have never been better fed,

Letter from the chair
As you will know by now, PCN
Britain is celebrating its 10th
anniversary this year. I have had
the privilege to serve on the
Management Committee for 9
of those years, around half of
them as Chair. A year ago I
announced to the Management
Committee that I would like to
'stand down' as the Chair after
the 2013 AGM. Having retired
last August has actually brought
even more work my way. (I

now know why retired people say "I don't know
how I had time to work before ...." because now I
receive invitations to speak, run workshops, etc
with comments such as "Now you are retired
you have time to come and do....." - for which I
am immensely grateful and am fulfilling as many
requests as I can!)
It has been both a joy and a blessing working with
all the dedicated visionary members of the
Management Committee throughout those 9
years. I am grateful to all associated with the
running of PCN Britain, including Management
Committee members; admin assistants and our
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excellent administrator; group convenors;
members and those who attend local and national
meetings. My commitment to progressive
Christianity in general and to PCN Britain in
particular remains undiminished. Indeed I am
pleased to report that the Management
Committee at its York meeting on 18th May
elected me as Vice-Chair for this present year
and I am delighted that Angela Smith, previously
the Vice Chair, has been elected to the Chair
(NB: Officers are elected annually by the
Management Committee members at the first
meeting following the AGM). Angela brings with
her many years experience in education and
related services and has been a valuable member
of the Management Committee since joining it in
2010.
Now to other matters: with this edition of PV
you will find a flier from Sea of Faith. PCN
Britain sits in a theological spectrum which
perhaps goes from Inclusive Church at one end
to Sea of Faith at the other. A number of PCN
members are also members of the Sea of Faith.
Sea of Faith recently approached PCN asking to
advertise in Progressive Voices. After much
thought the Management Committee agreed to
carry a flier for a Sea of Faith conference. In
doing so we wish to show our respect for an
open and questioning organisation while
remaining aware of the distinctiveness of our
different approaches to faith.

Seven groups around the UK (and 2 in Ireland)
are looking forward to the visit of Val Webb
from Australia towards the end of June (details
elsewhere in this edition PV). If you are near to
one of the venues I encourage you to try to get
along to hear Val. You will not be disappointed!
Val is a leading figure in the progressive
Christianity movement in Australia and has many
insights to offer to us here in UK. She is also an
excellent speaker.
In my opinion Bishop John A.T. Robinson was a
"giant" and we are those who stand on his
shoulders. In my lecture/workshop on 'Honest to
God' I conclude with the following comment on
the impact of Robinson's theology for us today:
"We have a prophetic message for both the
Church and the secular world: God is real but
needs to be reinterpreted, experienced and
relevantly communicated to the world in which
we live." That is still the task for members of
PCN Britain!
The next Chair's Letter will be written by Angela.
In the meantime, I wish you all an enjoyable
summer, (if that wasn't the week of sunshine that
we experienced about a month ago!), and look
forward to working with you all for many years
to come!
Best wishes,
John Churcher

New recordings from Chris Avis
Two's Views
Here are two separate talks given at Exeter PCN
meetings by Southernhay Church minister Iain
McDonald and his partner Ken Thomas. In 'Life
and Church – a personal journey', Iain gives a
revealing, often amusing account of his life
including some 'you couldn't make it up' bizarre
encounters en route.
In 'Christian Atheism', Ken describes this
contentious subject and his present views on it,
with reference to a recent book by Richard
Mountford, the Vicar of the Oxford University
Church of St Mary the Virgin – intriguing!
Both discs include the ensuing discussions, each is
tracked, indexed, labelled and plays for an hour.
Total cost £5 from Chris Avis, 37 Clifton Road,
Exeter EX1 2BN or via Paypal to
chris.avis1@tiscali.co.uk
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News from local groups
Abingdon
(Cliff Marshall 01235 530480
cliff.marshall@pcnbritain.org.uk)
For our meetings on the first Tuesday evening of the
month through until September, we shall be
continuing our discussions based
on the "First Light – Jesus and the
Kingdom of God" DVD sessions.
We are busily planning for our
regional PCN Conference, ‘Let’s
Be Honest’ on 19th October 2013.
Details of the conference are given
elsewhere in this newsletter and
are available on the PCN Britain
website where it will be possible to book online. We
are looking forward very much to this event led by
Adrian Alker.
Bath
(Sheena Carter 01225 331806
s.m.carter@pcnbritain.org )
Our Spring sessions looked at sections of Borg and
Crossan’s DVD, “Eclipsing Empire”, asking ourselves
whether or not “sin” is an outdated concept, and
learnt about the work of the Jesus Seminar. Members
of the Bath Group have decided that meetings will
have to be suspended for the time being. PCN (Bath)
was originally founded by a previous minister at the
Central United Reformed Church, and when he left
three members of the group took over his role in
planning and leadership. Two of the three have now
left Bath and no-one else is currently in a position to
take over their roles. But we do hope that in due
course other people in the Bath area will be
interested in coming together to restart the group –
meeting either at Central or elsewhere. So, if you are
interested in getting a PCN group going in Bath again
please contact Sheena Carter (sheena.carter@
pcnbritain.org.uk) – there is a core of about a dozen
people who would be interested in attending
meetings.
Birmingham
(Richard Tetlow, 0121 449 4892
richardtetlow@btinternet.com)
There are 12-15 regular
members, but formation of an
additional group is always
possible for newcomers. So do
come. Just let the convenor
know beforehand please. Our
last two meetings have been on ‘Women in worship’,
led with appropriate feeling by 3 of our women
members, and ‘Progressive worship’. This last relished
the possibilities for church members to pursue
progressive liturgy in the few openings presented in
church through intercessions, introductions and
endings to readings and church magazines. Both

energized us thoroughly! The next bi-monthly meeting
is Wednesday, June 26th, 6.30- 9.30pm beginning with
a ‘bring and share meal’ at Ruth/Richard Tetlow’s
home, 26, Sovereign Way, Moseley, B13 8AT Our
topic is 'Do we do politics?' introduced by Gareth
Davies, one of our members. Do believers conceal or
advertise their opinions when engaging in political
action? Are we all simply voters or citizens, or is
there a political dimension to theology?
Cardiff
(Sue O'Hare, 029 2086 6684
sue.ohare@pcnbritain.org.uk)
We meet fortnightly, on
Tuesday evenings,
usually at Pontprennau
United Church in the
Community Centre
complex, this having a
reasonably good bus service from the centre of
Cardiff, and only 5 minutes drive from the M4
(junction 30, Cardiff Gate). We have a nominal
membership of 28, though, characteristically, the
nature of the membership is such, that many have
very full diaries, and can't make all meetings. There
was a recent joint meeting with the Barry group. We
hope to repeat such meetings as it gives a still wider
basis for conversation. At the moment we are using a
CD "The Life we share" for study, though we stray
from the text of the CD considerably! This, however,
seems to me to be the strength of PCN, as it gives us
the opportunity to talk much more widely than in the
typical church meeting. We had an interesting
comment from two members who joined the Cardiff
group 12 months ago: “We really enjoy being
challenged by the God-centred man from Galilee who
stood for compassion for all and for justice for those
oppressed by the power structures of his time. A
mission that remains every bit as relevant today.”
Driffield Cornflakes Theology
(Raymond Eveleigh 01262 420062
raymond.eveleigh@pcnbritain.org.uk)
Recently our attention has been focussed on Biblical
Criticism and the formation of the New Testament
from the letters of St. Paul and the Gospels. At the
May meeting, the Revd Marie Dove reflected on some
of the Parables of Jesus. As a result of a growing
concern that the prayer life of the group needs to be
developed, our meeting on the 5th of June will be a
reflection on Celtic Spirituality, led by the Revd John
Davis within the context of a stream of developing
British spirituality that reaches back to at least the
fourth century. John will also reflect upon the Synod
of Whitby (664 C.E.) Please check the group web site
for details of our Jazz Vespers.
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East Shropshire
(Miriam Walton 01743 243167
miriam.walton@pcnbritain.org.uk)
We meet monthly on Monday nights, 7.30pm at St
Mary’s Church Centre, High Street, Albrighton,
Wolverhampton WV7 3EQ. In
April, we looked at Robin Meyers’
book, "The Underground Church:
Reclaiming the Subversive Way of
Jesus". Also we discussed where
we felt similar rich spiritual
experiences both could and could
not be found in the UK. May
brought another challenging
session called ‘Baby or bathwater – should progressive
Christians throw out all church traditions?’ Our May
session discussed a case for the legalisation of drugs,
presented by Dorothy Haughton. Our forthcoming
programme:
Monday 24th June 7.30pm: Group meal out at The
Horns, Albrighton;
Monday 22nd July 7.30pm: The Uncertainty Principle:
Alan Goater;
Monday 19th August: A look at alternative liturgies.
Gloucestershire
(Frank Godfrey 01452 533825
frank.godfrey@pcnbritain.org.uk)
“Honest to God” was the theme
for three of our meetings,
reflecting on the contemporary
religious scene of the 60’s, the
concerns that drove John
Robinson to write the book, and
some of its doctrinal implications.
We also held a public meeting
which was not well attended
perhaps because awareness of the H2G event is only
likely to happen in folk over 70! Frank Godfrey took
the opportunity to raise the theme in the Methodist
Recorder, and that correspondence continues. At our
last session, Andy introduced the book “The
Dysfunctional Family” exploring the relationships of
Judaism, Christianity and Islam. This challenged some
of our assumptions and prodded our prejudices, and
will be followed up later. At our June meeting one of
our members will lead a workshop on “What should
progressive Christian worship look like?”
Harrogate Day-time Group
(Philip Goodwin 01423 563990,
gpgoodwin@btinternet.com)
We meet at Wesley Chapel on the first Thursday of
the month, 2.30 pm. See the Wesley Chapel
website/church family/journey Group for a summary
of the ethos of the group, alongside an article on the
‘Journey’ movement by John Vincent, the original
inspiration for starting this group in 2002. Recent
topics included "The Meaning of Easter" - based on
the published email conversation between Rt. Rev
James Jones and Canon Brian Mountford, and three
paragraphs on pp 4/5 from Gretta Vosper’s radical

and highly readable ‘With or Without God’. This kept
us well busy admiring her honest and refreshing
approach: “Are the fundamental qualities of love,
justice and compassion apparent in churches, and in
our own lives?” “Why is the church distrustful of new
discoveries?” “The church must shift to a broader
base founded on timeless, life-enhancing values” –
why? Who decides which? What should these values
be? And there are another 350 pages!! A lovely book
immediately bought by two members. On the 6th June
we plan to discuss ‘Ageing’ – its various aspects,
spiritual and otherwise.
Hertfordshire
(Diana Reddaway
diana.reddaway@pcnbritain.org.uk)
We meet at The Backhouse Room, Handside Lane,
Welwyn Garden City (AL8 6TA) on the third Sunday
afternoon of the month (4.00 p.m. and concluding
with light refreshments at 5.00 p.m.) The topic for
discussion on 16th June will be "My experience as an
Ecumenical Accompanier in Palestine and Israel"
introduced by Dr. Jenny
Bywaters whose latest venture
has taken her to Jerusalem
working with the Ecumenical
Accompanier Programme in
Palestine and Israel. On 1st July we will be meeting
with the new St Albans group when Val Webb will be
speaking. On 21st July our topic will be "The banking
crisis" introduced by the Revd Julian Blakemore. Julian
is a Methodist Minister in 'Other Appointment' with
over 25 years experience working within the banking
sector. He currently works for a major City bank.
Hickling Shoreline
(Merrie Longbottom 01692 598844
merrie.longbottom@pcnbritain.org.uk)
We meet weekly, sometimes to discuss a specific
topic or to view a DVD; at other times we spend the
entire afternoon just sharing cares, joys and concerns!
Recently we viewed Gene Robinson's DVD "Live Free
or Die" and also attended a Karen Armstrong lecture
about the need to establish empathy and altruism at
the centre of our private and public lives. Her latest
highly recommended book "Twelve Steps to a
Compassionate Life" takes an in-depth look at this
concept. Also we recommend Gretta Vosper’s newest
book, "Amen: What Prayer Can Mean in a World
Beyond Belief". She argues that prayer and the
language used need to evolve.
Leeds
(Sandra Griffiths 0113 2582625
sandra.griffiths@pcnbritain.org.uk)
Our gatherings are held at Chapel
Allerton Methodist Church Centre,
Leeds, on Saturdays - between 10.30
and 12.00, with coffee/tea from 10.00 usually on the 2nd Saturday of the
month, occasionally on the 3rd. We
spent the first four months of 2013
discussing the four talks that Adrian Alker gave at the
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PCN conference in London in September 2012 under the overall title of “Jesus shaped church Christian shaped lives”. In May the focus was on
Karen Armstrong’s “A Short History of Myth”. On
Saturday 15th June we look forward to ‘encountering
the extraordinary - healing experiences’. After our
summer break we meet again on Sat 12th September topic tba. We have a mixture of regulars, not so
regulars and newcomers almost every time! All are
welcome.
Manchester
(John Ramsbottom 0161 4565119
john.ramsbottom@pcnbritain.org.uk)
The group has continued to meet on a monthly basis
again this year. We have used Marcus Borg's book
“Speaking Christian” as the basis for several meetings
and have found the sections on the death of Jesus, and
on Easter and our understanding of resurrection, to
be relevant to this time of year. In April we had a visit
from the PCN secretary Paul Onslow who explored
the Creeds. In the subsequent discussion, we tried to
understand their place in 21st century worship. Many
members expressed their difficulty with these ancient
expressions of orthodox faith whose concerns are in
many ways not ours, but we did not come up with any
firm conclusion as to what we should do with them. In
conjunction with Grove Lane Baptist church we are
hosting a meeting when Val Webb will talk about her
latest book “In Defence of Doubt”. Note the change
of evening to Friday 28th June and different venue.
There will be no meetings during July and August but
hope to resume again in September.
Mid Wiltshire - Market Lavington
(Janet Tanner 01380 738155
janet.tanner@pcnbritain.org.uk)
The group went away for a weekend at the end of
February. This was an extraordinary experience. Here
are some of the responses that circulated in e-mails in
the week afterward: "intensity, love and closeness;
climatic Sunday morning; spontaneous outpouring of
respect, affection and love;
such fun and a real
homecoming. I loved the enormous depth and
sincerity combined with laughter and freedom; it was
a truly profound and, I feel could be, a life-changing
experience." Our plan to have a mixture of head and
heart sessions worked! One of the significant features
of the weekend was the way our existing relationships
enabled us to be open, honest and trusting with each
other. We have booked another weekend next year,
and also a single day in the summer. Our regular
evening meetings continue on the first Thursday of
each month and an in-between Friday.
Newbury
(Maria Grace 0163 547196
maria.grace@pcnbritain.org.uk)
Our last two sessions have been on ‘Faith’. In April,
Howard Grace led a session based on Harvey Cox’s
book "The future of faith". We discussed the
difference between Faith as belief and faith as trust,
and also what happened to faith over the centuries. In

May, Robin’s theme was: "What is Faith and How can
we do it?" He led discussion on Faith as found in
various parts of the bible. We have made a virtual
library booklist, where each member has written
down the books of PCN interest that he/she owns
and is happy to lend: - over 200! Next session, being
prepared by Maria, will be on ‘Silence’, a subject with
more content then first meets the eye (or ear)! We
enjoy using the website, even though still learning how
various parts work. I try to update our group page on
our sessions, in case new members have a look to see
what is happening. I think it is a great resource! Lastly,
Anne-Marie was recently absent - congratulations on
the arrival of a new baby!
North Worcestershire
(Tessa Carrick 01527 873135
tessa.carrick@pcnbritain.org.uk)
We have had some lively discussions recently using
Adrian B. Smith’s "Tomorrow’s Faith". We took up
the author’s challenge at the end of his book to
develop our own creed and at our latest meeting we
attempted to put together a statement of faith we
could all accept. A report of the discussion will be on
our group pages on the PCN Britain web-site. For the
next two meetings we are taking a different approach
and are asking each member to bring a poem which
has meaning for them, to share with the group – or it
could be a piece of prose, a picture or an artefact
rather than a poem. The meetings will be as follows:
Tuesday 23rd July at 2.30.pm in Hagley,
Worcestershire, and on 17th September at 2.30.pm in
Stourbridge.
Richmond
(Alan Powell 0208 878 7355
alanepowell@blueyonder.co.uk )
The group meets on Saturday
afternoons (2.30 pm) in East Sheen at
approximately six weekly intervals.
The group is currently discussing
themes from Dave Tomlinson’s book
“How to be a Bad Christian… and a
Better Human Being”. The next
meeting is on Saturday 15th June.
Rugby
(Nicola Phelan 01788 562562
nicola.phelan@pcnbritain.org.uk)
We have had two meetings where we have read two
chapters at a time of the ‘Together in Hope’ booklet
‘The Meaning of the Resurrection’ based on the essays
by John Shelby Spong. One comment that was made
was that it doesn’t really matter what we believe
about the Resurrection, as it is how we respond to
the golden rule embedded in the faith that is
important. However, another member commented
that it is important to allow discussion of what the
gospel accounts might mean as there is such emphasis
on taking things literally these days. Belief in a physical
appearance is often a stumbling block for some who
are attracted by other aspects of Christianity. We will
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decide how to use the next two meetings when we
meet.
St Albans
(Leonora Jagessar
leonora.jagessar@pcnbritain.org.uk)
We are a new group that was launched on the 9th May
at Trinity URC, St Albans with 32 of us present to
hear the Revd John Churcher talk on “Honest to God
50 years on…” followed by a lively discussion. Our
next meeting is joint with the Hertfordshire (Welwyn
Garden City group) on Monday 1st July when Val
Webb will speak on her latest book, 'In Defence of
Doubt' with opportunity for discussion and
refreshments. This meeting will be at Trinity URC
Church, St Albans (7.30 p.m.- 9 p.m.) - 100 yards from
the main line station on the Bedford to Brighton route
via St Pancras International. This is Val's meeting for
the London and Home Counties PCN regions.
Sedbergh
(Martin Dodds 01539 620308
martin.dodds@pcnbritain.org.uk)
A group of people interested in open discussion of
matters of faith and current issues continues to meet
roughly every two weeks in Sedbergh. Only a couple
of us are PCN members. We are not at present using
any specific books or texts, but rather taking a variety
of individual topics suggested from within the group.
This reflects the feeling of some of our participants
that following a text is too structured to allow us to
work through particular issues that arise in response
to current events or from within individual
circumstances. The flip side of this approach can be a
loss of any sense of direction or development.
Nevertheless the approach usually stimulates
interesting evenings.

Swindon
(Marian Evans 01793 528864
ceri.evans-ford@pcnbritain.org.uk)
The Swindon group has moved along slowly but
surely. A number of us had felt we have lost our focus
and forgotten the reason we meet. With that in mind
we invited Frank Godfrey to talk about Honest to
God. Our numbers on the night were boosted by
another house group that two of our members also
attend, which gave an interesting perspective to the
evening. Frank spoke well and inspired debate and
reflection. It was really useful to get
us back to basics! We meet once a
month so have a couple of meetings
before our summer break; these will
be used to cover questions raised
from Frank's talk. Over the summer
break we aim to all have read
Robinson’s "But that I can't believe!"
ready to debate in September.
John Churcher writes
Appreciative comments are often made to
Management Committee members concerning the
usefulness of these Group reports. The major benefits
of these pages include the encouragement to other
groups by offering information about the good ideas
used; books and DVDs studied; visiting speakers;
residential weekends away; etc. These pages are your
pages but less than half the number of PCN groups
actually send in reports. Please think about submitting
a report from your local group for the next edition of
Progressive Voices. There is a 300 word limit from
each group and depending upon the number of
reports submitted there may have to be a further edit
but hopefully the spirit and main content of each
report will not be lost in the process!

Mid Wilts group weekend away
a wonderful weekend as we shared time together
talking and getting to know each other better.
Drawing up an agenda for the weekend for a
diverse group like ours was not easy and we
struggled hard to find the right balance between
head and heart stuff, opportunity for intelligent
conversation as well as contemplation time. Read
on to see how we managed it! Our theme was
‘journey’, and there was complete freedom for
people to choose which parts of the weekend
journey to make together. In fact most of us
joined in most things.
Friday evening set the tone. After supper we had
a brief rundown on the schedule for the weekend
followed by a short service with Taize elements
of candles, singing and silence. At the end of this
we spontaneously joined hands in a big circle and
walked round the centre piece which by then was

The Mid Wilts PCN group has been on holiday!
Well away for a weekend anyway. In the middle
of February a group of 16 of us went to stay at
Ivy House, a retreat centre in the small Wiltshire
town of Warminster. Long in the planning we had
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full of lighted candles. The group bonding had well
and truly begun.
For those who wanted to watch it, a subtly
animated film – in muted watercolour washes –
of the story of the Man who planted Trees
rounded off the evening with a great sense of
peace.
Some of us were up early enough on Saturday to
be able to share a quiet 30 minutes or so in the
chapel before breakfast, after which things got a
bit personal! The first session used the opening
part of the DVD ‘Life Spirit’, entitled ‘Our
Odyssey’, which entailed breaking up into groups
of three to discuss such things as our spiritual/life
journey so far, how our faith had helped us
through difficult times and what we hoped to
accomplish in the future. We found ourselves
speaking openly and with great trust about often
very painful things, and everyone was moved by
the honesty and integrity of the other members
of our groups.
After coffee the theme was lighter: we watched a
recorded TV programme about five creationists
who were taken around America to meet
scientists who presented evidence that challenged
their beliefs. Our feelings for the creationists was
concern that their whole lives appeared to be
built on something very fragile.
The afternoon was a mixture of free time and
then brain time spent discussing the
straightforward and simple subjects of Images of
God and then Evil. Unsurprisingly there were
very thoughtful and wide ranging conversations.
For example does God require praise and
worship? if God isn’t an interventionist God what
is the point of prayer? does evil exist as a
separate entity, how is evil to be defined? Mind
expanding stuff!

Following supper we watched the film Jesus of
Montreal. This is a very meaningful multi layered
film and we had planned to discuss it after – but
by the end we were emotionally drained, from
the film and the day as a whole, so, after good
night hugs, most people went off to bed.
Saturday had been a very special day but perhaps
the best was yet to come. It can often happen
that sleep isn’t easy in a strange bed and that by
the third day, so to speak, people are tired. Add
to this the emotion and group bonding that has
already been experienced and you have a group
of people with barriers down who are very open
to the presence of the sacred, however that is
received. This was our situation by Sunday
morning. We began with a quiet time in the
chapel followed by breakfast. Then one of the
group led a session that brought all aspects of the
weekend together in a time of great simplicity,
beauty and joy. Between a sentence or two to
recall for us the essence of each session, and
short silences, Daphne interspersed poems from
Padrig O’Tuama’s Readings from the Book of
Exile, which somehow seemed written to reflect
and expand our experiences. It was utterly
compelling.
More coffee and then a brief attempt at Ignatian
prayer focusing on the raising of Lazarus as set
out in John’s gospel. The weekend was brought
to a close with an informal Eucharist facilitated, if
not led, by a Catholic woman member. It was
very powerful as we sang together, lit candles in
our prayers together, and passed the bread and
wine between each other. In all three of these
sessions there was a strong sense of the sacred. It
was the perfect end to an exceptional weekend.

PCN is at Greenbelt again
PCN Britain is going to Greenbelt again this year.
We will be presenting and hosting a joint stall
with Modern Church, Inclusive Church and the
Centre for Radical Christianity at St Mark’s
Sheffield. We need PCN members to welcome
people and to talk to people, and just generally be
around in an open kind of way. In return we will
subsidise your Greenbelt ticket or else buy you a
ticket at a discounted price. For details please
contact Andy Vivian in the PCN Office. This is an
all age opportunity, and promises – whatever the
weather – to be a lot of fun.
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Dr Val Webb,
author and theologian
A GB tour at the invitation of PCN Britain and affiliated local
groups
Saturday June 22nd to Monday July 1st

In Defence of Doubt
Dr Webb has written extensively and is one of Australia’s leading progressive Christian speakers. She has
recently revised and extended the book which first made her well known, In Defence of Doubt. The seven
PCN groups which are hosting her tour have asked Dr Webb to speak on the subject matter covered in this
book. She argues that doubts should be dragged from under the carpet. ‘They are not forces of evil but allow
us to exchange outgrown dogmas for richer experiences’
Reviews
“In Defence of Doubt is a lifeline to those trapped in obscure doctrines.”
“Few theologians can weave together history, theology and biblical studies with such a playful clarity and worldly
wisdom.”
Biography
Val Webb grew up in Brisbane, Australia and subsequently lived in Portsmouth, England and Rochester, USA.
She has a Ph.D. in theology and has taught at universities in the United States and Australia. During her time in
Brisbane, she held leadership positions in the Uniting Church in Australia, including inaugural Chair of
Queensland’s Commission of Education and Communication, responsible for theological and lay education and
synod communication. She has worked in micro-biology as well as writing, art and theology.
Dundee: Saturday 22 June 7.30pm, Friendship Hall, Dundee West Parish Church, DD1 4JW. Cost: £5.00 (students
free plus concessions). Organisers: 01382 643002 gordon.sharp@pcnbritain.org.uk; & 01382 524273
angela.smith@pcnbritain.org.uk
Kendal: Tuesday 25 June 12 noon, Stonecross Manor Hotel, LA9 5HP Cost: Donations welcome (£10 suggested,
under 21s free). Light lunch. Reservation required 01539 737432 norman.burnell@pcnbritain.org.uk
Kendal: Tuesday 25 June 7.00 for 7.30pm. Kendal United Reformed Church, LA9 4HE. Cost: Donations welcome.
Light refreshments. Organiser: 01539 737432 norman.burnell@pcnbritain.org.uk
Harrogate: Wednesday 26 June 7.30pm, Wesley Chapel, Oxford Street, HG1 1PP. Cost: Free. 01423 563990
philip.goodwin@pcnbritain.org.uk
Sheffield: Thursday 27 June 7.30pm, St Marks Church, Broomhill, S10 2SG. Cost: £7, £5 PCN/CRC, £3 students.
Refreshments provided. Organiser 0114 266 3613 (church office) office@stmarkssheffield.co.uk
Manchester: Friday 28 June 7.30pm, Grove Lane Baptist Church, Cheadle Hulme, SK8 7PN. Cost: Donations
welcome. Organiser 0161 456 5119 john.ramsbottom@pcnbritain.org.uk
Vale of Glamorgan: Sunday 30 June 6pm, St David's Methodist Church, Barry. Cost: Free. Talk follows short service.
Organiser: 01446 410033 janet.davies@pcnbritain.org.uk
London: Monday 1st July 7.30pm, Trinity URC, 1 Beaconsfield Road, St Albans, AL1 3RD. Cost: Donations welcome.
Organisers: 01727 760058 john.churcher@pcnbritain.org.uk. & 01582 713110 leonora.jagessar@pcnbritain.org.uk
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Book reviews
by Tony Bayfield, Alan Race & Ataullah Siddiqui
CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. 2012. Pb. ISBN-13: 978-1468167474 £11.50 (including p&p)
from www.pcnbritain.org.uk or alan.race@pcnbritain.org.uk.
Reviewed by Andy Vivian
What impressed me about this book is
Covenant. For this reason dialogue is inevitably a
its frankness about the hurdles and
progressive exercise; ‘scriptures should not be used in
pitfalls of interfaith dialogue. Yet reading it convinced
a simplistic way; they need careful interpretation
me of the utter necessity of making the effort. Taken
bearing in mind their historical context and their
together, Jews, Christians and Muslims represent
relevance to present needs.’
more than 50% of the world’s population. This book
In setting out their model for interfaith dialogue the
makes the case that if religion is not to be dismissed
authors aim to combat religious extremism and to
as the dying relic of bygone age, then these three
encourage people of faith to participate fully in British
groups must discover the secret of respectful colife. In return they ask society to give religious people
existence.
the freedom to follow the rhythms of their own faith
The writers started their dialogue in the knowledge
and to bring their critical perspective to political
that they are from sibling faiths, having a prophetic,
decisions. The model avoids both assimilation and
ethical monotheism in common. Jews talk of
multiculturalism
‘repairing the world’, Christians talk of ‘building the
‘What society requires is not a blending of the
kingdom of God’, and Muslims talk of ‘creating a just
constituents into an ultimately tasteless soup. Nor is
world’.
it desirable to have a scattering of isolated vegetables.
In the first half of the book members of each faith
But rather a salad bowl in which the various faith and
relate their experience of growing up a Jew or
ethnic communities retain their distinctive shape and
Christian or Muslim in Britain and their encounters
texture but harmonise within the salad bowl of
with the other two faiths. These stories are
society to form a tasty, nourishing salad’.
sometimes very positive but more often portray a
This may seem a somewhat elusive and rosy target,
sense of being on the defensive. Jews feel under
but given the loud voices of literalism and extremism,
threat as their numbers reduce and their schools have
it is surely one worth investing in.
to be guarded. Muslims feel under threat as
This book contains a lot of sense, not just for
Islamophobia grows and ‘Muslim’ is misused as a label
interfaith dialogue but for those seeking to dialogue
for sedition. Christians feel under threat as
within the varieties of their own faith:
secularism sidelines religion and religious violence
‘Dialogue is about deepening our understanding of
seems to undermine Christian values.
God and learning to behave better towards each
Another hurdle to dialogue lies in the exclusive claims
other for the sake of ourselves and society’.
of Truth made by each religion. Dialogue does not
It is like someone who goes to visit a neighbour’s
require us to forgo our unique insights, say the
garden.
authors, but we do need to moderate our Truth
‘The
journey should not only increase our
claims – we each possess only fragments of Truth.
knowledge of gardening but help us to recognise
Differences should be recognised and respected
much better the weeds, as well as flowers, in our
without claiming superiority. Yet superiority is
own’.
ingrained in religious texts – consider the implication
for Jews of the Christian doctrine of the New
by Jose A. Pagola
Convivium Press 2011 ISBN: 978-1934996096. Pb. pp 560. £29.99 (£21.79 on Amazon)
Pagola describes Jesus as a man for all time and
Reviewed by Richard Tetlow
seasons. Jesus leaps out of 350 pages as a person
This book matters to PCN for several reasons. Firstly,
deeply in touch with God, humanity and himself. Such
it is a comprehensive attempt at a history of Jesus’ life
material is completely convincing. . Jesus comes
and times. We easily forget that record of Jesus’
across as the epitome of a great human being, loving
ministry covers only a mere 3 years or so. Such a very
to his neighbour and passionate to the death, in
short time-span hardly provides vast biographical
theory and action, about justice and peace and about
material. So Pagola describes the social setting of his
God. Such a credible portrayal offers hope and
life, the Roman occupation, village life, customs of
inspiration. Pagola’s evidence is that Jesus is reported
family Jewish life and business in a most engaging way
as seeing himself, as did others, possessed by his
and interlaces it all with constant cross reference
conception of the kingdom or ‘reign of God’. Divinity
from the gospels to Jesus’ actions and teaching.. Pagola
of any kind or measure is simply not the issue. That
makes great play of his own academic historical
matters.
credibility to produce good appealing history from
sources of the time.
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Then for a final third or so of the book there is a
great change. Pagola goes on to portray Jesus as ‘more
than’ a human being. With what he claims is ‘equal
firmness’ of academic rigour used up till then, Pagola
defends the faithfulness to ‘the divine and human
natures of Jesus’ which is ‘the very heart of Christian
dogma (the Council of Chalcedon, 451 A.D)’. So what
was an admirable history now merges into what is
neither history, nor, to my mind, ‘an historical
approximation’. Note that Pagola is a serious Roman
Catholic academic and indeed friend of the previous
pope, Benedict XVI. This background and his own
faith drive him on to make further conclusions. These,
to me, are not built on Jesus’ wonderful human record
but on unnecessary conjecture and doctrinal
supernatural assumptions about him, albeit of long
history and credence themselves.
The prime example comes in and after the chapter,
‘Raised by God’. From here Pagola writes from his
own faith which stems from Roman Catholic
mainstream doctrine. He is apparently no longer
attempting to be a historian. I quote him in full: Jesus’
resurrection ‘is not properly speaking an “historical
event” which can happen in the world and be
observed and verified but it is a “real event” that
really happened’ …..Jesus comes to the disciples ‘full
of life’, not recognisable right away but ‘someone real
and concrete’…his followers are ‘not thinking of a
physical, flesh and blood body’ but ‘a “glorious body”
that expresses and gives fullness to his whole earthly
life’ (p392)….Jesus’ resurrection is an act of God
whose creative power rescues him from death and
brings him fully into God’s own life….at the very
moment when Jesus feels his whole being is being lost

for ever, God intervenes to give him God’s own
life…..but we have no way of describing it …no one
can be a witness to that transcendent act of God’.
We know this is hardly a new position. Much of the
Christian world and its faith have taken such views
very much to heart and mind as no less than ‘gospel
truth’: Jesus the man became Jesus the God-man.
Pagola would appear to claim that this is ‘historical
approximation’, without defining the difference with
history. The reader is left to assume it is. I was
brought up on a seminal book, ’What is History’
(1961). The author, E.H. Carr, makes it clear that, in
his view, ‘integrity of history’ demands the facts of the
matter from the start, as far as they are available, For
example Jesus was crucified and died. Such ‘facts’ give
essential objectivity for the historian to turn into
‘historical facts’ such as ‘the Romans crucified Jesus’.
Thus there develops a balance of ‘interpretation and
‘objectivity’. I find it difficult to see how Pagola’s
account of Jesus’ resurrection of his ‘glorious body’ is
even historical approximation, let alone history; it is
faith writ large.
Faith is a vital and authentic element of life: it may or
may not be based on valid history. It matters that
Pagola, in my view, presents us first with sound
history and then blurs it with what he calls ‘historical
approximation’. It matters likewise that he seems to
want to hijack history with his ‘historical
approximation’ to bolster his faith. It matters that this,
in what has become a popular book, amounts to
abuse of academic, religious and specifically Christian
integrity. I hope that ‘PCN thought’ offers a modern
way through this old problem.

The Being Honest to God conference at The Hayes Conference Centre at Swanwick is filling up very fast, and
there are just a few rooms not yet booked. If you want to go, do something about it now, if you’re not to be
disappointed. Book online on the website, or email Andy Vivian, the administrator, asap.

Celebrating PCN Britain’s 10th Birthday
PCN Britain is ten years old this year, and our September issue is going to be an unashamed and joyful
celebration of that fact. We’ll be looking at:
�

Its past and its beginnings. The network was formally launched at two events in London and in the Lakes
in May 2003, though it had a pre-existence with a different name (TCPC Britain) for 18 months or so
before that;

�

How it is now. Lots of changes over the years, with good times and less good times, new ideas and sometimes - rediscovered old ideas;

�

What it might become next. A chance to dream dreams and to share them and swap them with others,
to voice our hopes (and maybe a few fears), and to say why and how it matters to you.
Please start thinking now if you would like to contribute something to this very special issue and, if you
would, email me at hugh.dawes@pcnbritain.org.uk by Wednesday 31st July at the latest. Please do not
send articles, stories, memories, photographs yet. We want real variety, not different people saying the
same things!! But I’ll get back to you promptly after 13th August.
Hugh Dawes
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The copy date for the September issue
will be Friday 23rd August. But see also
the Editor’s piece on page 19.

The Creed
Philip has been a stalwart of the trustees for several years,
and has contributed much, in particular supporting and
encouraging local groups.
The editor is grateful for his offering of his favourite poem.

Whoever was begotten by pure love,
and came desired and welcomed into life,
is of immaculate conception. He
whose heart is full of tenderness and truth,
who loves mankind more than he loves himself
and cannot find room in his heart for hate,
may be another Christ. We all may be
the Saviours of the world, if we believe
in the Divinity which dwells in us,
and worship it, and nail our grosser selves,
our tempers, greeds, and our unworthy aims,
upon the cross. Who giveth love to all
pays kindness for unkindness, smiles for frowns,
and lends new courage to each fainting heart,
and strengthens hope and scatters joy abroad,
he too is a Redeemer, Son of God.

Today I Saw Christ Dancing
Ann Hogan is an ordained minister of the Uniting Church
in Australia, who was born in Melanesia of missionary
parents from New Zealand. Ann ministers in a multicultural
context in Sydney. Her poem Have you seen the Christ in
our March issue was much admired by readers.

Today I saw Christ dancing like a small child in the rain
hair streaming out behind her as she twirled, and dipped
and swayed.
I suddenly felt light-hearted, a smile grew wide and then,
like Christ who danced so freely, I began to move again.
It took no time at all for the older, stiffer me
to find the child within was glad to be breaking free
and my spirit-filled inner child twirled and dipped and
swayed
as the wind and rain showered me with blessing for the day.
Christ danced across the grass towards a big old tree
it seemed the tree responded as branches bent with speed
and the wind blew ‘round about us, phrasing gusts like
melody
rising, falling, fast then slow – music at once so heavenly.
It wasn’t long – creation danced and sang a song so true
of laughter, tears and togetherness inviting me and you
to join the Christ in rapturous expression of Creator’s
power
and know the joy of earth and sky praising love’s fine hour.
© Ann Hogan 01/11/11
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